Books and Magazines

Ciclarnino - Oggetti a punto antico
da: Il Punto Antico

Modello: LIBFB-9788890495205

14 projets on punto antico: bombonnières, embroidery rolls, needle fobs, napkin cases etc.
Author: Bruna Gubbini
Pages: 60 (in both English and Italian)

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Il Sesto libro del Punto Antico

da: Il Punto Antico

Modello: LIBDMC-E495205

Il Sesto libro del Punto Antico
Author: Bruna Giubbini.
154 pages in Italian and English.
The first part of the book contains a lot of detailed instructions of the basic stitches of the Antique Stitchery and the motifs which ornate the sheets of the photos of the second part. Very beautiful pictures of tablecloths, sheet, mats, towels and other objects. All charts are given in the third part.

Price: € 38.00 (incl. VAT)
Il Reticello

Il Reticello by Paola Barbieri
A book with plenty of charts, pictures of finished projects, instructions and illustrations that step by step will introduce you to Paola Barbieri's interpretation of the Reticello technique.

Author: Paola Barbieri
91 pages

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)
Il Punto Antico interpretato da Bruna Gubbini

A beautiful book for all those who want to know more about the splendid art of Antique Stitchery. Its distinctive feature is that it mixes different techniques with traditional patterns, this makes it versatile and refined at the same time. Detailed instructions and images together with charts complete this amazing work.

Author: Bruna Gubbini

111 pages in Italian, but with English translation attached in a booklet included

Price: € 35.00 (incl. VAT)
This third book on Antique Stitchery is a real praise to imagination: you will find, aside from traditional works (curtains, tablecloths and sheets) many little projects such as pillows, lampshades, particular attention was given to party favors, but also flowers, baskets and bags .... there is really something for everyone!

Author: Bruna Gubbini
138 pages in Italian and English

Price: € 35.00 (incl. VAT)
Il Quinto Libro del Punto Antico interpretato da Bruna Gubbini
da: Il Punto Antico

Luxury takes over in this work, the embroideries are presented in a very precious context, inside magnificent interiors of rich abodes of the eighteenth century and are of great value, like the tablecloth that has required 700 hours of work. Let yourself be swept away in this universe of opulenze and start working on your greatest creations.

Author: Bruna Gubbini
132 pages in Italian and English

Price: € 38.00 (incl. VAT)
Il settimo Libro del Punto Antico interpretato da Bruna Gubbini
da: Il Punto Antico

Modello: LIBFB-9788890495267

This book is entirely dedicated to the home and its ware. Aside from sheets, pillows and towels, you'll find many tablecloths and examples of runners. Less demanding than a classic table cloth and easier to wash and iron, runners can also be used as centrepieces. Start embroiding then!
Author: Bruna Gubbini
162 pages in Italian and English

Price: € 38.00 (incl. VAT)
Aemilia Ars Disegni e Merletti
da: Il Punto Antico

Modello: LIBFB-9788890194443

Anastatic reprint of “Disegni di trafori a punto in aria” published in 1909 by Cleofe Mingarelli Ricci and the Disegni e merletti volume containing the instructions and realisations of the works.

Author: Cleofe Mingarelli Ricci
Pages: 48 and 110 pages (in both English and Italian)

Price: € 40.00 (incl. VAT)
Aemilia Ars - Dai vecchi Disegni ai nuovi Merletti
da: Il Punto Antico

Modello: LIBFB-9788890194467

An amazing collection that proposes a series of antique laces in a delicate and refined style. Recreate beautiful projects with that vintage touch and get carried away from the delicacy of these creations.

Pages: 83 pages (in both English and Italian)

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Un Bordo Aemilia Ars
da: Il Punto Antico

Modello: LIBFB-9788890194412

All you need to know to become a real expert of lace. With the help of the charts, detailed instructions and pictures you will be able to recreate all the wonderful projects in this book in no time at all.

Pages: 83 pages (in both English and Italian)

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
L'ottavo Libro del Punto Antico interpretato da Bruna Gubbini

dal: Il Punto Antico

Modello: LIBFB-9788890495281

Cheerful embroidery and colorful objects, perfect for modern houses, are the protagonists of this work. In this book you will find the latest creations and designs, some simple, other more complex, with detailed explanations and all the designs' charts.

Author: Bruna Gubbini
92 pages in Italian and English

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)
This book celebrates the tenth anniversary of the collaboration between the "Il punto antico" association and Ikuko Igarashi, who teaches the ancient art of needlepoint at the Tokyo International Culture Institute. This is why this work is both in English and Japanese.

Authors: Bruna Gubbini and Ikuko Igarashi

128 pages in Italian and Japanese

Price: € 35.00 (incl. VAT)